
Assign the most optimal container location and determine ideal 
equipment positioning with YardSight, - an AI powered module 
that evaluates, optimizes and forecasts hundreds of dynamic 
variables to enhance Yard Operations.

Seamlessly integrated with the existing TOS, YardSight captures 
data from booking systems for incoming containers from either 
landside or waterside. The internal data is further enriched by 
external feeds, such as; weather, marine traffic, tidal waves, 
etc. YardSight then consolidates the internal and external data, 
interprets and learns from it, to build an accurate & effective 
digital twin model of the yard operations.

Leveraging this highly accurate digital twin model, YardSight 
builds a precise container dwell model, which quantifies the 
exact departure time for the export, import, or transshipment 
containers. This container dwell model is then used for strategic 
container placement that drastically reduces the unnecessary re-
handles, wait times at critical junctures, and also minimizes travel 
distance.

Engage YardSight to decrease; vessel turnaround time, 
equipment usage, fuel & labor costs and re-handles, while 
increasing overall productivity by significant margins.

YardSight is entirely terminal and equipment agnostic, and is 
adaptable to manual, semi-automatic or automatic terminal 
configurations.

Optimize:
Container placement 
within the yard and overall 
productivity

Minimize:
Unproductive moves that 
lead to wasted resources, 
energy and wear & tear

Predict:
Accurate dwell time for each 
container

Automate:
Real-time decision 
making pertaining to yard 
operations

Unleash The Power of AI to Enhance 
Yard Operational Efficiency

YARDSIGHT
an AICON module



YardSight preempts the user for 
upcoming productive moves by directing 

them to uncover containers and, 
reposition containers closer to their exit 

position 

AICON solution suite 
optimizes container 

terminal operations. Using the latest 
AI technologies. AICON brings the 
future to the terminal to increase 
overall ROI.

Cloud based 
application
Viewable on 
any web 
browser

Conforms to 
the terminal’s 
constraints and 
parameters

Seamlessly 
implemented
Simple to use

Features and 
Functionality

Container Placement

When a container is discharged from 
the vessel, or received in the Yard, 

YardSight takes all existing constraints 
into consideration, and responds with the 

most optimal container position

Yard Stacking  
Equipment Placement

YardSight recommends positioning for 
yard stacking equipment and the area of 
coverage that ensures the most efficient 

execution of container movement

Housekeeping Moves

PORTSIGHT
an AICON module 

YARDSIGHT
an AICON module 

BERTHSIGHT
an AICON module 
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